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I am honored to provide you with this 5 steps workbook to get
your life together and prosper in all areas of your life.

This is an empowerment guide. It is designed to help you
reclaim your personal power and get you the results you desire.

This guide was
curated for you.
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Maybe you tried every manifestation technics, or maybe you are completely
new to this work and taking your first steps on the self empowerment
path... But whether you are already quite advanced or just starting, this
guide will support you in being the best version of yourself. It offers a total
reset and refocus of your energy towards bigger greater goals. 

I wish you to enjoy the journey, if you feel like it, please reach out and share
with me how it was for you. Much love

WELCOME to your
epic transformation
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a whole new way
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From your higher self
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Super-charge 
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1
So,   

what do you want ? 

that actually worksGOAL SETTING 

In order to manifest anything in life, we need to set intentional goals for
ourselves. This give us a clear direction. Precise and specific goals direct
our energy and attention, this the first step in manifesting your dream
life, getting what you desire and having the success you want.

What you really,really want

Your goals should always belongs to YOU. Meaning that your goals are
what you profoundly desire for yourself. Not something you think you
should be doing/ being/ or achieving. You want your goals to be
empowered by your deepest desires. Here you have full permission to
dream big and tenfold your ambition.

Set goals from your heart

It's just between you and me... 



1
How to 

that actually worksGOAL SETTING 

Set up your space: light incense,
candles, put on background music...

Be sure you'll be undisturbed 

Take a moment to breath, in silence,
close your eyes, relax

Put your hands on your chest and
connect with you heart center

Get ready 

How you do anything ishow you do everything

While we go on this journey together,
I want to highlight the importance of
your environment and invite you to
bring intentionality to not only WHAT
you do but also HOW you do it. So,
get ready to create a ritual, a
ceremony for yourself. Make it a
moment you'll remember

Make it a moment you will remember



JOURNAL PROMPTS

What do you desire for yourself ? Go wild !

WHY do you want this? Dig deep !

Setting goals is the first
step in turning the

invisible into the visible

Different goals for different areas of your life

PERSONAL PROFESSIONAL SOCIAL

List 2 main goals in each area of your life

1

2

1

2 2

1



2
A clear picture
of your future 

A whole new wayVISUALIZATION

Now that you know what you want and what
you are on your way to achieving, let's use
your imagination to mentally rehearse
EVERYDAY a reality where everything became
reality.

Using visualization, we are programing your
subconscious mind for you tap into the
vibration of your dream reality. It trains your
brain to respond as if these outcomes were
true in the present moment

To insure better results you need to be very
specific and involve all your senses. Your
subconscious mind doesn't understand large
concepts. 

With visualization we are wiring your system
to produce a FEELING. That's why the more
specific the better. The more you can get a
CLEAR picture that involves senses and
emotions the faster you'll reach the FEELING
you are truly after and the faster you'll attract
this into your life. 

Everything you canimagine is real



2
How to 

CREATING YOUR OWN GUIDED VISUALIZATION 
 IS A LOT MORE POWERFUL AND EFFECTIVE
THAN USING SOMEONE ELSE'S. FIRST, BECAUSE
IT'S A LOT MORE SPECIFIC TO YOU, BUT ALSO
BECAUSE IT DOES THE WORK FOR YOU. IT
REQUIRES VERY LITTLE EFFORT TO YOUR BRAIN
TO IMAGINE IT, YOU JUST HAVE TO LISTEN AND
FOLLOW ALONG. PLUS, YOUR VOICE IS YOUR
UNIQUE VIBRATION AND CARRIES YOUR OWN
MEDICINE 

Pro tip

Go back to each goals and make
it as specific as possible. Give
details, sensations, taste, smell,
sounds, feelings...
(Template in the next pages)

From this, create your perfect day.
If all your goals are already
manifested into reality what
would your day look like. 

Record yourself reading your
perfect day, make it a nice
visualization meditation and play
the track everyday after waking
up and before going to sleep

Step by step

VISUALIZATIONA whole new way

Your voice is your own medicine !

1

2

3



2
Example

Goal: Be healthier

More specific goal: Be more active by walking 8k steps per day
and going to the gym 3 times a week. Eating a balanced diet by
having more fruits and vegetables in my meals. Reducing my
general stress level by practicing daily meditation or
mindfulness practices.

What your script could look like: I put on a nice workout outfit,
feel the fabric of the legging on my skin, the warmth of my
sweater, I feel ready to go on my daily morning walk, I open
the door and step outside, the fresh air makes my eyes water a
little, my skin feels the cold, I feel energized, I can hear the
birds singing and the wind moving branches in the trees
around me (...) Time for a delicious healthy breakfast that will
give me energy for the day. The smell of coffee is everywhere
in the kitchen and I start making eggs and spinach, followed
by my favorite strawberries + yogurt... The juice of the
strawberries runs through my tongue, I feel so grateful (...) etc
etc.

From general to specific 

VISUALIZATIONA whole new way

Scipt your own day from your own goals, describing
your day as if all your goal already manifested. 



IN PRACTICE
If you don't know where you
are going, you will probably

end up somewhere else

GOAL 1

MORE SPECIFIC

GOAL 2

MORE SPECIFIC



IN PRACTICE
Live out of your imagination,

not your history.

GOAL 3

MORE SPECIFIC

GOAL 4

MORE SPECIFIC



IN PRACTICE
All our dreams can come

true, if we have the
courage to pursue them

GOAL 5

MORE SPECIFIC

GOAL 6

MORE SPECIFIC



IN PRACTICE

Dare to visualize a world in
which your most treasured
dreams have become true.

 
My perfect day

From morning to night, write down your most perfect day



3 From your higher selfSUPPORTIVE HABITS

First forget inspiration. Habit is more dependable.
Habit will sustain you whether you're inspired or not.

Habit will help you finish and polish your stories.
Inspiration won't. Habit is persistence in practice.

Your habits are what you do everyday, on
repeat, you don't really have to THINK
about it, it is mostly unconscious. Just like
breathing, driving, brushing your teeth... it
doesn't require a lot of effort from you.
Most certainly there is a difference
between your current habits and the ones
listed above in your perfect day.
Whether small or big, the goal is to:
 Reprogram what you do unconsciously,
practice, repeat, and be as close as possible
to your best self / perfect day. 

Changing habits can be challenging at
first, because we unlearn an old way of
being to teach our body, nervous system
and brain to function in a whole new way. 
The subconscious mind doesn't really like
change and actually loves predictability....
In short... It might be a little (or a lot)
uncomfortable to change and practice
new habits. But oh so worth it !

In the following page you will be asked to
track your current habits and implement
new healthier ones. It's important to keep
in mind that our brain doesn't like
emptiness. So, we will take a look at the
unsupportive habits to bring awareness to
what no longer serves you, but we will
FOCUS on replacing and ADDING more of
the supportive ones. 

You don't have to put a lot of effort into
removing "bad habits", instead bring your
attention to creating new delicious habits.
Quite naturally, they will take over. It's a
much easier and pleasurable way to
embody your higher self NOW.

Remember to practice compassion for
yourself along the way. This
transformation is for the brave ones.

Celebrate small wins !

Welcome to the embodiment party ! 



3 From your higher selfSUPPORTIVE HABITS

Unsupportive Supportive
HABITS HABITS

Track your day and see what are the things you do that make you feel very
good, and other habits that don't feel as good. 

Go back to your perfect day and extract the daily habits your higher self
has. Write them down in "supportive habits"

Compare the two. What's different ? 

Start implementing as many of your supportive habits TODAY. Get as close
as poossible to your perfect day. 

Observation



3 From your higher selfSUPPORTIVE HABITS

Your own habit tracker 
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Something you might want to implement as
well is to track your healthy supportive habits. 

I personally love to see how much I valued
myself and honored what makes me feel my
best. It's fun and entertaining. 

For some people however, this can easily
transform in beating yourself up if you don't
cross all your habits or simply add pressure to
them. 

Try it for yourself and see how you feel

Feel free to ditch the tracker as soon as these
new habits became sooooo NORMAL, you don't
even see the point of writing them down
anymore You know, when it's just 'what you do' 



4 And organizationTAKING ACTIONS

By now, you should have implemented
nourishing healthy habits that support
you in being your best self, you also
visualize daily and know exactly where
you are going. But it doesn't mean your
goals are miraculously achieved. 

Now it is time to give some structure and
organisation to our dreams and goals. 

My personal favorite !!

My recipe to manifestation is:

Magical work + Actions

=

Results

Mindset reprograming,
visualization, meditation,
prayer, rituals, self-love,

sex magick, etc... . 

Aligned* actions.
Actually DOING

something that moves
you closer to achieving

your goals

Living your BEST
FREAKING AMAZING

EPIC LIFE and enjoying
it AF !

Now let me ask you a question:

How do you eat an elephant ?

One bite at the time

(also... please don't ! Elephants are cute!)

See where I'm going with this?! A lot of
people get too overwhelmed by the tasks
ahead because they don't know HOW
they gonna make it happen... Well this
answer is simple: 1 small (or big) action at
the time 



4 And organizationTAKING ACTIONS

Action is thefoundational key toall success.

REVERSE ENGINEER YOUR DREAMS

sit around wishing it all falls into their lap
Complain about it

Be part of the brave ones, the ones that actually take actions on what they
want and don't:

1.
2.

Instead, start taking action TODAY... Yes ! Today !

IT STARTS NOW

Where to start ? Well... From the end !

Picture the finish line = Your manifestation fully realized 
What had to happen for it to become reality ? 
Go back each steps until the very first step
Do this 1st step today

END GOAL
ACHIEVED

WHAT NEEDS TO
HAPPEN BEFOREAND BEFOREFIRST STEP



You don't have to be great to start,
but you have to start to be great

4 And organizationTAKING ACTIONS

 DISCOMFORT

Let's address blocks 

PERFECTIONISM

ANTIDOTE

ANTIDOTE

One of the reason for inaction is
(conscious or unconscious) fear of
discomfort. The body goes into
survival mode because we are
afraid of what's gonna happen on
the other side. Change, growth  &
transformation are uncomfortable
by nature. You must EMBRACE
this fact and not try to make it
disappear. But instead make room
for it to exist and use your
commitment and brave heart to
face it. 

Give yourself COMFORT while
pushing the edges of your
comfort zone. Self-sooth, reward
yourself for every act of bravery
and support your nervous system.

The first time you do something
new and different you might
experience resistance, but the
more you gonna do it, the easier it
will become.

Another reason for inaction is not
doing anything because you need
to be perfect or "ready" before you
do anything. Usually combined
with many excuses for why you
just can't start today. 
This is the biggest creativity killer
and a huge block to become
better at the things you do. 
The only way to master anything
is to practice, to do it again and
again so each time you better
yourself. 

Allow yourself to take "messy
imperfect actions". Actually make
it your goal. To create and take
action for the sake of it.

You'll better your craft as you go, I
promise, but for now just DO IT ! 

Give yourself permission to do
things before you are ready. You'll
learn so much more



IN PRACTICE

By Failing to prepare, you
are preparing to fail

Reverse engineer

Take a moment to do your own reverse engineering on your goals. 

A very lovely and potent way to do it is to do it on different sheets of paper,
place them all in front of you and go back in time from the goal achieved
to today, listing ALL the steps that needed to happen, and start
implement the 1st one !

You can also fill out the template below:

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

END GOAL
__________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________

_______________
_______________



IN PRACTICE
Unless commitment is made,
there are only promises and

hopes; but no plans.

Commitment letter

Write a commitment letter for yourself. This is what will help you to take
actions daily 



5 Super charge your manifestationsPLEASURE

Let's talk PLEASURE for this last part of this 5
steps plan to get your shit together and
thrive...

This ebook is for you to THRIVE, to gain a deep
sense of fulfillment and live a happy life. To
achieve your goals and have everything you
desire so you can fully taste the pleasure of
being YOU living YOUR life...

Isn't the whole point anyway?

You are not only calling in and manifesting
more pleasure into your life, you can ALSO
use pleasure to charge your manifestations
and achieve all your goals.

By infusing more pleasure into the pursuit of
our goals we increase our chances to make it
happen bigger faster stronger.... 

Let's talk about
sex baby

YES it's the part of the
guide that gets a little 

 Woo woo but I promise
you gonna LOVE IT



5 Super charge your manifestationsPLEASURE

Casting spells in
between your legs

Sex magick is the art of using pleasure, sensuality, sexual energy and
orgasm in our manifestation rituals. 

It involves channeling the energy created during sexual arousal to manifest
any desired outcome

If our sexual energy is the energy that creates BABIES, aka the energy that brings
consciousness into physical form.... imagine how powerful this force is.  

Intro to Sex Magick

So here, we will be using this force to bring our goals, dreams and
intentions into reality. 

see below for the ritual



IN PRACTICE

Connect to the power present
in between your legs

Sex Magick Ritual

Sacral 
Svadhistana

Heart 
Anahata

Third Eye 
Ajna

Root 
Muladhara
Stability
Security
Basic Needs

Solar Plexus 
Manipura
Willpower
Confidence
Action

Creativity
Pleasure
Sexuality

Love
Connexion
Devotion

Throat 
Vishuddha
Truth
Expression
Communication

Intuition
Meditation
Clarity

Crown 
Sahasrara
Enlightenment 
Spiritual connexion
Divine

Ch
ak

ra
 S

ys
te

m

Sex Magick is a ritual of magic. Which means that it must be done
consciously with pure and clear intentions in the right set and setting. 

And YES, sex magick here involve self pleasure, turn on and arousal. 

Which can mean that you masturbate to turn yourself on, or if you are a
master already you can simply cultivate and move that sexual energy along
your chakras system by the power of your attention. It's up to you. Find your
flow.

In the ritual we will be moving the sexual energy throughout the chakra
system so here is a little reminder for you:



IN PRACTICE
I am a powerful creator, I
attract to me everything I

desire, I always get what I want

STEP BY STEP

CREATE THE CONTAINER FOR YOUR PRACTICE WITH DEVOTION AND
SAFETY

Make sure you won't be disturbed

 SET UP THE SPACE 
Clean the space
Turn some delicious music on 
Light candles
Burn some incense 

SET AN INTENTION 
Visualize your intention during the whole ceremony

MEDITATE
Connect to your breath, bring presence, calm your nervous system

ACTIVATE YOUR WHOLE BODY 
Use different kind of touch, massages, etc...

TURN YOURSELF ON
Play, explore, surrender to your pleasure and what's alive in you

MOVE THE ENERGY 
While staying connected to your visualization, move your sexual
energy from your root chakra up to your crown chakra
Build up your arousal until climax at the top of your head (crown
chakra

RELEASE
Send out your intention into the cosmos as you reach climax, let it go
out

BRING YOURSELF BACK
Gently bring your energy back into your body, you can also visualize
your intention coming back down through all the chakras until your
root chakra

 

Read the ritual instructions and  go do your thing 



Thank you for
your download

Lika

I hope you enjoyed our journey together
and found plenty of value in this free
guide...

I would love to see how it served you,
please tag me on instagram at
@lika_holyholistic

If you want to go deeper I invite you to
check all of our online programs at
www.likaholyholistic.com/online-
courses

Before you go...
If you've been through this entire guide I
believe you deserve a little treat so here
is a gift from me to you

Use the code THRIVE15 and get 15% off
on all our online programs. 


